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How dunks have corrupted basketball
Jaw-dropping moves are now norm, but some contend fundamentals sacrificied

By Steve Hummer 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

2:59 p.m. Saturday, March 13, 2010

Look out below.

Are you girded for another NCAA Tournament? Then, on its heels, the never ending NBA playoffs?

It’s on the way — an assault of rim-rattlin’, rafter-rockin’, jaw-droppin’, Vitale-shockin’ — oh, stop me please

— dunks.

They will be the manna of the basketball feast to come. They will make arenas tremble. They will make

giants thump their chests with barbaric pride and lift viewers clean from their couches and barstools.

And should someone in the women’s tournament throw one down with authority, you will be instructed to

stay tuned to your local emergency broadcast station for further instructions.

We have entered the best part of the season of the slam.

Just think of how deprived the culture of 1975 was. The internet was largely a concept. Television came in

only OK Def. Halle Berry had not yet gone through puberty.

And the dunk was outlawed through much of the land, deemed a crass pleasure worthy only of the

mercenaries of the NBA.

That was the world from which Mike Woodson graduated. The dunk was verboten throughout his high

school career in Indianapolis. Just as today’s Hawks coach was moving on to Indiana University in 1976,

though, the 10-year collegiate slam ban was lifted. And the kids could once more express themselves

above the rim.

A new jam-filled world awaited. Introducing Woodson to it was a kid from Louisville, Darrell Griffith — Dr.

Dunkenstein as he’d come to be known. He was the one leaving shoeprints all over the gym ceiling during

a 1976 regional high school all-star gathering. “All us guys had never seen anything like that. It was crazy,”

Woodson said.

“When we got to college, I never thought about dunking much anyway. I wasn’t a great dunker; I just scored

the ball. But there were a lot of guys for whom [lifting the dunk prohibition] was like turning a tiger loose,” he

said.

That tiger is running amok now.
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The dunk is to the modern sports highlight show what wine is to a Parisian. It’s as indispensable to that

segment of the broadcast industry as hairspray.

Learning how to dunk

To Gil Thomas, it is a modern treasure. Thomas is a Los Angeles-based trainer who is the self-proclaimed

world’s first dunk coach. He will, he says, take the young kid just reaching for the net or the 50-something

television producer and make them both air worthy.

“People have a love affair with dunking unlike any other athletic movement.

“Look at football. What is the first thing a player wants to do after scoring a touchdown? It’s to dunk the ball

over the goalpost.”

He goes further in describing the joy of dunking. Much further.

“In the movie ‘Pumping Iron,’ Arnold Schwarzenegger said lifting weights was like having sex. That’s

dunking,” Thomas said.

Old school types may consider it the ruination of fundamental basketball, an invitation to ignore all the

basics while pursuing 42-inch vertical self-expression.

The Buddha of college coaches, UCLA’s John Wooden, once branded the dunk, “very bad for the game.” It

was his center, Lew Alcindor, a.k.a. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, whose dominance down low in the late ‘60s is

often cited as the reason for the temporary dunk ban in college.

“If I want to see fancy play, I’ll go see the Globetrotters,” Wooden added.

Georgia coach Mark Fox thinks Wooden was on to something.

“I think the fundamentals are lost in our game, not because of the dunk, but how we present it in our

highlights,” Fox said. “We present the dunk or the slashing play, not the ability to shoot the ball or pass the

ball.”

At this stage of the game, there is hardly anything new that can be performed at the rim. Tomahawks,

360s, alley-oops, backboard-busters – they’ve all been done, re-done and packaged on a continual

SportsCenter loop.

Still, if we were not still fascinated, how else would Thomas have built a career on catering to those to

whom the dunk is a dream? He says he currently is coaching such a disparate lot as a 52-year-old former

producer for the “Drew Carey Show” and a 5-foot-9, 50-year-old Chinese-American doctor. Both have

made dunking their Quixote-like quest.

Maybe, with enough work, they will get a hand-hold on the rim. Neither, however, will know the feeling of

creating a true athletic masterpiece at 11-plus feet.

Dominique Wilkins, the former Hawk forever known as “The Human Highlight Film,” has said dunking made

him feel like a king.
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Georgia’s 6-foot-4 Travis Leslie, whose soaring slam over Kentucky’s 6-11 Demarcus Cousins was one of

this season’s best “oh no” moments, is equally direct. “Being above a lot of people, knowing they can’t jump

with you — it’s just a great feeling to be up there,” he said.

Herb White (yes, white guys can jump) is 61 years old with artificial knees. But his days as a high-flyer at

Georgia and briefly with the Hawks still are defining chapters in his life — after all, how many guys have

had Wilt Chamberlain single them out as the greatest dunker he had ever seen? White’s NBA pre-game

dunking exhibitions were guaranteed entertainment back then.

The hometown kid’s aerial feats also inspired one of the game’s great nicknames. White was and forever

will be “The Elevator from Decatur.”

“If you are a white leaper, that’s all you’re remembered for. But at least they do remember you,” White said.

Learning early

Every kid growing up with a hoop in his driveway dreams of the day he can tear the thing down. For some,

that moment comes at a ridiculously young age. The Hawks’ Josh Smith, the 2005 NBA slam-dunk

champion, was in eighth grade when he dunked in a middle school game.

Those who are blessedly able will put on another mad March air show. Neither the audience nor the actors,

though, should take any of it for granted, for time and gravity wait for no one.

“It’s hard to swallow that you can’t do that anymore, or it’s something you can’t do easily,” Fox said. “A

couple years ago, I could do it without even warming up. Now it’s got to be a good day.” His 41st birthday

passed in January without Fox fulfilling his vow to jam at least once each passing year. A sore knee has

grounded him. But he promises he will get it this offseason.

The Hawks’ Woodson has a thick basketball resume — a spot in the Indiana University Athletic Hall of

Fame, an 11-year NBA playing career, winner of an NBA title as a Detroit assistant. But if you want to hear

him really jazzed, ask him about the time two years ago when, at the age of 50, he hoodwinked his players

after they bet him he couldn’t dunk anymore.

Woodson trained for a month before his attempt, then one day after practice he shut them up. “I pulled

down on the rim, too,” he said proudly.

Don’t tell anyone, but Woodson needed a little advantage. He secretly let some air out of the ball, in order

to get a more secure grip and better horse it over the rim.

All that mattered was that he once more lived basketball’s prime philosophical dictate.

I dunk, therefore I am.
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